News from Anglia HQ
Great feedback on updated and revised exams
The English summer has arrived. In the last months alone over 30,000 of
the new and revised exams have taken place all over the world. At Anglia
HQ we are now getting ready to mark, process and generate results for all
candidates. However, it's not over for everyone; there are still exam
sessions in Italy, Spain, Vietnam, Macau, Taiwan and various locations of
Xplore activity camps. The feedback on the revised exams have been very
positive from all over the world and even more universities are recognising
Anglia Examinations now.
Inspecting schools
In April, May and June, inspectors from Anglia Examinations HQ, Aim
Awards and local inspectors have visited various schools in various
locations all over the world. This is a great way of assessing and inspecting
the schools, meeting and networking with all people involved with Anglia
and seeing the candidates in action. The results of the reports will be send
to the schools directly.
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Work experience at Anglia Examinations
From this summer, we are accepting work experience students. There is a
lot to be learnt in our increasingly busy offices. Our first work experience
student is from the Netherlands and will start in July. For the coming year,
we are offering more opportunities in various departments. Do you know
someone, or are you interested in work experience at the HQ of Anglia
Examinations in England? Email: sebastiaan.posma@chichester.ac.uk with
your CV and find out the opportunities.

News from the Ibero-American
Network
It’s Summer School time at Chichester College again!
Anglia students and teachers from Argentina and Colombia will, once
again, be setting off on our study trip to Chichester College this coming
July. Everyone is very excited and getting ready for their dream-come-true
trip.

On this occasion, we have had to book over a dozen extra seats on a
different flight and appoint a second group leader to accompany one of the
two groups to England, due to the unexpectedly large last-minute
registrations for the trip.
Thank you everyone for your continued trust in our organisation, year after
year!

Anglia on wheels…
The Local Academic Team will be offering both Anglia awareness-raising
sessions as well as academic presentations in various parts of Latin
America within the next few weeks. Destinations include: a large number of
towns and cities in Argentina and Peru.

Let’s get together via Skype
We are delighted to be able to offer Anglia Exams as well as Chichester
College presentations for large audiences via Skype, so if you want to book
yours, we would be very happy to arrange a day and time suitable for both
of us and tell yourself, your teachers, students and parents everything
about both or either academic proposal. Please drop us a line to find out
more: examinations@angliaexams.com.

International FAAPI Conference in Cordoba, Argentina
We are thrilled to announce that world class presenter Susan Hillyard has
been accepted to deliver one of the eight plenary sessions at FAAPI, the
largest ELT Conference in the southern cone of South America in
September. Susan will be sponsored by Anglia Examinations, AIM Awards
& Chichester College on this occasion.

Anglia Certificate Presentation Ceremonies
Here is a photo of one of the ceremonies which took place within the
network last week.
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